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INTRODUCTION

While the land and water base of the United State will be the Bathe in

the year 2000 as it io today, the population of this country will have grown by

50 percent to reach the 300-million mark. Citiso by that ti e could be opranfling,

ant.hill developments, water could be dirtier, air could be "smoggier", and for

most Americans the solitude of open spaces could be non-existent. On the other

hand, the 300 million Americans could be living in less congestion the', the 200

million live in today; th benefits of community life could be matched by the rich

beauty of the countrysides urban centers could be free of smog and ample parklands

within easy reach of all; and new industry could be loc-ted in rural America to

p o ide the necessary base for a good life in th country. A constructive causer-
vatton and resource policy is the key to the building of this k nd of America.

(Freeman,, 1967)

Such a policy is embodied in planning--comprehensive planning at the

various municipal, regions/ and state levels. Citizens' enlightened judgment and

wi hes can result in planned communities with bettr housing, more appealing

neighborhoods, better traffic circulation. and more efficient use of tan monies

(State of New York Office of Planning Coordination). Because planning is so

essential to the orderly development of this country, Section 701 of the Federal

Housing Act of 1954 authorizes the Urban }...4.Lnning Assi tance Program. This

program assists eligible municipalities by defraying up to 75 percent of the coot

of preparing a comprehensive plan. A further incentive to the local governing

body is that certain other types of federal and state aid are contingent upon the



preparation of an adoguste planning do u ant and the establishment of a local

planning agency. (Field, 1967a)

Nevertheless, nearly SO percent of munic panties preparing plans under
"70 assistance fail to implement them. (Field, 1967b)



COMPREHENSIVE PLANNING AND ITS IMPOR A NCE

Plan*ing is the application of careful thought and foresight to decision-

making. All people plan..to meet expected events, to bring about things desi ed,

or to prevent things not wanted- Individuals acting alone and in their o n self-
interest, probably do a pretty fair job of plaiming.

Some things, though, cannot be planned, built, or maintained at afl by

individuals acting independently. This is true of such things as highways. schools.

parks, public utilities, and the control of air and water pollution, which can be

provided only by people acting together through government.

In 'other cases individuals acting only in their own intere ts can cause

harm to other individuals. For example, one person who lets his house and

property run down can cause his neighbors' property values to drop. Likewise,

undesirable development of rural land can retard or prvent future doeirable
development.

Finally it I. sometimes cheaper.-eapecially in the long run--to plan and

dvelop sem, things as a community rather than to leave them for each individual

to plan and develop bls own. This I. true, for example, of community parks and

sewer and water systems.

Comprehensive planning, then. is basically a rational and ordered way of

applying careful thought and foresight to those community..rather than individual--

problems and opportunities.



In comprehensivri.planning the community's g als and objectives are
identified and developed, its assets and liabilities--Its resources--are studied
and evaluated, aneA its resources are effectively used to achieve its goal, and
objectives.

Some of the steps in this process are quite technical and generally require
profesional assistance (see followlng illustration). This is especially truk, .3f the
populadon eco rnic, land use, transportation. soils, and other studies.

Other parts of the comprehensive planning process are lase technical.
They depend more on local knowledge and especiatly on local judgment, opinion,

and values. These include the identification and development of goals and objectives,

evaluating the planr suggested by the professionals, and making public decisiont
The plans can be carried out only by the community itself. Before anyone

can expect the citieens of the community to follow suggested plans, the plans them-
selves must reflect the needs and desires of the poPple. The easiest way to bring
this about is through citisen participatio at each stage in the planning pro ess.

These last few points about the need for she involvement of local people

the iselves in comprehensive planning are important. They point to the danger in
the fairly corninon attitude that all of comprehensive planning is a highly technical
process that had best be lft to the professionals This just isn't so. Planning,

to be affective, must be planning by the community. (Mahn, 1966)

The practical importance of planning was cogently brought out by Maurice

E. Cox, Supervisor of the Town of Lysander, County of Onondaga, New York, when
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he addressed state, regional. county. and city planners and planning officials;

Cornell University Cooperative Extension agriculture, home cconornj, and

4.H agents of Cayuga. Cordand. Madison, Onondaga. and 0 wego counties; the

MIDNY* project team; and faculty members of the Cornell Unive i y state colleges

of agricutture and home economics: at Baldwinsville, New York on Deci b r 7.1966.
Excerpts from hie talk are cited below:

Lysander is one of the larger towns in Onondaga County. Yet it has
developed much slower than many of its neighbors, for several reasons.
The first is because it is somewhat isolated by a natural barrier. Cross
Lake on the west and the Seneca River on the south and east separate our
area from the main body of the county. We are connected by three main
bridges, located on state routise 48. 370, and 31. These three major
highway arteries cros, in the middle of the village of Baldwinsville. This
makes us a thriving community but one so congested with vehicular traffic
that it becomes a handicap in attracting industry, providing shopping places
in the downtown area, and parking for public functions.
Second:y, an adequate fresh water supply has been available only to the
Village and a limited area to the east.
A more serious problem was that of sanitation. The °eastern section of
the Town is covered with heavy red clay soil. Septic tanks do not work
well.
In the mid 1950's. when open space in the area immediately adjacent to
Syracuse was fast disappearing, developers became interested in our town.
These people, interested mainly in making a fast dollar, kid out tracts
containirg lots 50 by 100 ft. or at the most 75 by 150 ft. These lots,
because of the low price, were attractive to many families and, in a short
time, a community of small houss on small-lots with inadequate eeptic
systems developed into a problem aree. Many, located along the river,
were built as mummer camps but soon became year-around residences.
Our town board, anticipating a rapid growth of this type, faced the
problem by appointing a zoning commission (1953). This group ver:ked
closely with the town board. OvetT a period of about three years it compiled
a zoning ordinance, which was adopted October 3, 1956, and lasted for.
10 years.-

MIDNY is a Congressionally-funded pilot program of public education on the
need and value of effective, comprehensive planning in the five.county area
centered by Syracuse in mid-New York State. See Appendix A for a fuller
description of the MIDNY project.



Under present.day thinking. his was not the right way to approach the
problem. Now1 we think that planning should come first and rightfully
so.

However, if you analyze the work of that first citizen group, you find that
they were actually planner,. They were not profeseionals, nor were they
highly skilled as are our present experts. I am proud of their accomplish,.
ment. It has worked well.
That ordinance provided tninizatun lot sizes of 1/2 acre for open areas
and a minimum house floor area of 900 sq. ft.

Outside developers who otarted to buy land in our town accused us of
"strong arm" tactic'. That first ordinance was followed, the next spring,
by subdivision regulations. (The developer is required to install storm
drainage and roado and sewer and water lines if required by the State Health
Department.)
We have large areas of open land. A fair proportion should be rotained
for agriculture and recreation. We believed that there is &till plenty of
land to provid many attractiv homes in a suburban setting that is not
overcrowded.

A. a result of our approach, a great many people have been attracted to
our town where the density Of population remains at a low level. These
people were our best sopperters when the outside developer, pressed for
reduction in lot slos. Some concessions were made by way of amendments
to th zoning ordinance. Lots in tracts which.have public sewers and pubitc
water were reduced in area but the minimum width of 100 ft. is still in force
in most of the town. If More lenient regulations had been adopted. our
town could have been crowded with small homes on small lots. The result:

. even greater congestion of our highways aid most of all the los of our
friendly, uncrowded semi.rural living conditions.
With the advent of available and unlimited public water supply through the
Lake Ontario water system a new era approaches. A 24 in. supply line
has been built into the eastern section of one Town and it will eventually
connect to the Baldwinsville system.
For the first tim it will be possible to accommodate a large industry.
When it comes, a desirable residential area awaits its workers.

LPlanning can be of value in many practical ways. The Town of Lysander's
example is but one. Others might concern the location of gas stations and
industry where they could downgrade the letate of residential areais, or
why parte of a city are ugly, or why some newly subdivided areas suffer
from inadequate drainage and utilities or what's really happening to
downtown. or The list is long if not endless. (Pickett. 1967)J



THE PLANNING MACHINERY

In order to understand the process of planning in proper perspective

we must take a look at who undertakes planning and the relationship 14 the planring

agency to executive government.

The planning function can be performed by existing municipal dap& tmonts

or centralized in a 1 cal planning board (State of New York Office of Planning

Coordination, 1967). In New York, planning boards are the rule at the various

levias of local government.village, town, city and county. Because the planning

in one county affects and is affected by. activftresplanned or unplanned--in

another, multi-county or regional planning is being instituted in several parts

of the State.* An example of a regional planning agency is the Central New York

Regional Planning and Development Board which covers Cayuga. Cortland, Madison,

Onondaga and Oswego Counties. Overall "control" of planning in the State is the

responsibility of the Office of Planning Coordination (0.P. C.), 488 Broadway.

Albany. Three ara ;offiaes of the O.P. C., (in addition to the Albany office) have

been or are in the process of being. et up in New York City. Syracuse and

Albany. (Hahn. 1967)

While regional and C4Imankr planners msy provide guidelines and coordination,

it Is the town city or village government that must ultimately accept and implement

To illustrate the form in which power is given to local gov rnment to c r y

out appropriate zoning and taxation through enabling legielation at the State level,



Section 261. Article 16, Chapter 62 (Town Law) of the Consoltdated Laws of New

York is quoted below:

For the purpose of promoting the health, safety, morals, or tho general
welfare of the community, the town board I. hereby empowered by
ordinance to regulate and restrict the height. number of stories and size
of buildings and other structures, the percentage of lot that may be occupied.
the else of yards, courts, and other open spaces, the- density of population,
and the location and use of buildings, stlructures and land for trade, industry.
residence or other purpose; provided that such regulations shall apply to
and affect only such part of a town as is outside the limits of any incorporated
village or city; provided further1 that all charges and expenses incurred
under this article for zoning and planning shall be a charge upon the taxable
property of that part of th town outside of any incorporated village or city.
The town board is hereby authorized mud empowered to make such appropria-
tion as it may see fit for such charges and expenses, provided however,
that such appropriation shall be the stimated charges and expenses less
fees, if any, collected, and provided, that the amount so appropriated shall
be assensed, levied and collected from the property outside of any incorporate(
village or city. Such regulations may provide that a board of appeal. may
determine and vary their application in harmony with their general purpose
and intent, and in accordance with general or specific rules therein contained.

The chart that follmrs shows three models Of municipal government in

which the relationship of the planning agency (professional planners plus advisory

commission or board) to the goVernment executive varies. In (1), the planners

take direct orders from the executive and carry out his bidding without too much

question. The advisory board or commiseion is loosely naked with the planners.

In (2). ihe planners advise the executive end have no direct link wIth the advisory

board. Here there is a little more opportunity for the pier:norm to influence activity

if they have the confidence of the top executive. In (3) the commission, which is

largely autonomous, controls the planners. This provides the greatest strength

and freedom to planning, but the top executive has the final say. Although he

is more likely to be amenable to the suggestion of the commission which he

appointed in the first place.

ii



ORGANIZATION AND ADMINISTRATION OF LOCAL PLANNING AGENCIES
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MAKING DECISIONS IN A COMMUNITY

How a community goes about making decisions on planning or any other

issue I. of som r.levancm in this report. A meaningful insight luto the process

given in Deciaiona S racuse aMstro-lttanAction Stud (Martin et al. 90

It is indicated therein that public officials, political party functionaries,

non-governmental groups, and the press (including TV and radio), as well as the

electorate gook such goals as public office, money, service, power, prestige and

social recognition through their control of public action. Resources of influence

used to gain the ends in mind include: monoy and credit, control over jobs, control

over the information of others, social standing. knowledge and experience, legality,

etc solidarity, and the right to vote.

It is further suggested, on the basis of the Syrac use example , that

community power is a network of action requiring initiate:re. experts, publicists,

influentiale, broker'. transmitters of power, and the final authority of government.

When something happens to the detriment of a vocal group, demand for

action can be expected. Often groups such as the League of Woman Voter. initiate

action. While many problems calling for remedial measures eau be identified, only

a limited number can be considered.

Once an idea is proposed. experts are needed to make a detailed proposal

for action. An expertly prepared idea, though. is still not enough. Newspapers

often compel consideration of an issue through informing the public of it by means

of reports, feature stories and editorials. Indeed newspaper publicity is likely

to prove Ludlow:us ble to the succss of lesser coupes. Likewise. television plays

an increa ingly important role in these respects.



The nominal target of publicity is the gener&I public, but the real
target consists of key public official and those holding the power of decision.
(On the occasion of a ref.r.ndurn the real target could be the general public.)
Support among the major economic and professional groups may win acceptancefor a proposal without much attention to the formal governmental process.

Lawyers are brokers of power, in representing major concernz, and
also wield much powr in their own right. The skilled broker avoids extreme
terms through negotiation and comprondse in private. Those leas weU financed
and unable to hire lawyers tend to make public the d.ct.tone they seek.

The representative of an economic group goes to the political party leader
instead of trying to win over legislators one by one. It la frequently a case of one
lawyer (the transmitter of power) talking to another...or even to himself. Much
time and effort are saved.

Final step in the decision.making process I. th ct of government itself.
This act is often minimised and regarded as a negative one as far as th" making
of decisions is concerned. However, negative power may be just as ffective in
its way as positive power.

Thue, interaction among several ro e players is central to community
decisica.making: the "powerful" community leader needs idea men to suggest
possibilities to him, experts to package his program. publicists to put wheels
under it. brokers to facilitate it, consideration, and transmitters to briar it to
the nominal decision.makrs before he _can do much with his power.
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Environmental teeters, such as population, resources, ta.xable propertyon...going commitments, tr may limit the freedom of choice of a communitydespite the inherent merits of any particular issue.
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CITIZEN PARTICIPATION

Better housing, more appealing neighborhoods, better traffic circulation,

ad more efficient use of tax monies-.all of profmtsid concern to the citizen--are

nong the results of community planning. Moreover, the democratic system of

avernment is suppoaed to be on in which the will of the people is the source 0

iblic power. the political order subordinate to the rights of man, and the free

articipation of the citizen in collective decisions assured. Yet, Reginald Imaacs

959) said he know of no city that had a full progratti"of conveying information to

e public in a useful way. It seem', "Planning with People" has been largely

pious hope to which many planners have paid lip service, and about which few have

me anything. Isaacrn went on to indict planners for being impatient and feeling no

eat need for the help of untrained citizens in making decisions.

Aaron Levine (1965) made observation, several years later. Public

:melee. he felt, had an obligation to inform of planning the citizen, whoa. living

id working environment was 'evolved, and in whose name a major capital invest-

eat wa being made. H. added, too, that the planner alone couldn't make the

st plan--the ideas and dreams of citizens had to he incorporated in th technical

ans to make them a meaningittl part of the community fabric. further thought

wail politically naive to expect public official. to take unpoputa action in the

sence of electorate support to buttress the voting record.

There are thes important roles the citizen can play (Pickett. 1967):

(1) H. may provide constructive criticism through conversation, group
meetings of all kinds. and lettere to the local newspaper editors.

(Z) He may encourage or oppose certain plans through membership in a
labor union, Chamber of Commerce. P. T.A.. church group, or
citizens' planning association.

16
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(3) He may take more dirct responsibility as a member of an ofacial
advisory planning board.

It should not be overlooked. Pickett adds, that citizen organization needs

strong leadership. It is almost always possible to identify key leaders who gave

direction and drive to successful organizations.

Willingness of Citisen to Collaborate

"Planning with people" assumes a willingness by the people involved to

collaborate in the search for the common good. Wilson (1963) asserts that such

willingness may be totaLiy absent when those members of the public involved stand

to have their horn.. and neighborhoods destroyed in for example, some urban

renewal project. He does not agree with 'certain of the advocate. of cifi -en

participation who claim that conflict is the result of fear growing out of mi der-

standIng or ignorance. If such were the case the problem could be solved with

the mere dissemination of information. He points out however, that the crt,..-1- of

the matter is an incompatibility of interests which may serve to hei hten the

conflict (rather than vice versa) if the facts of the case are spread abroad. Ha

indicates, in addition, that urban renewal and cities.' participation take place in

a political collet" the exigencies of which d manddevotion to one or other, or

both, of theme goals without due consideration of the ultimate coats and b nefits.

ften, it

Time and Effort Just:1440

ems, citizen understanding of planning and its implication.--

such as urben renewal-'-is not achieved. Planners often feel that the decisions to

be made are too complex for the layinan. or that citizen involvement requires more

17
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time and effort than it is worth. Yet where citizens hav contributed to the

planning process, analysis shows that the budget and staff requirements to gain

citizen understanding are more thin justified by the r suite (Levine. 1963).

Public participation in planning is not a matter of selling the plan. The

critical factor in planning is the set of objectives which the community has for

itself. The planner cannot set these objectives. but he can create an understanding

of the potential that exists. help arouse public interest in the various alternative

possibilities. He can point out that it was not fate that willed the present conditions,

but that they result from historical factors which were largely determined by real

people making, or failing to make, real civic decleions (Wiser. 1962).

Citizen participation zu AI is not 'enough. It must be enlightened. The

wrong kind of participation I. violent reaction to sudden or apparently sudden events.

There must be public COMmitment by the planning agency and local administretion

to citizen education. "Citizen" here should. moreover, include not just the

neighborhood resident and small lbopkeepor but &leo the president of the large t

bank in town as well as the chubby. little first.grader. It should be noted too.

that the process of citizen understanding takes time. Ample time must be allowed

(Levine. 1963).

Methods Available

Some of the methods that may be used for citizen education (as gleaned

from various sources) are given balow:

LituptEper,LIL
Where planning programs have been successful. e has been considerable

18
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press support. A continuous flow of information and news is needed to establish

rapport with the press and other media (Levine, 1966). The mass media should

not just be thought of whn the planner has a statement to release. Rather should

he (the planner) oilr assistance to the staff of the local press, radio or TV in
order that they might hav a bettor insight into the planning proce "Letters to
the editor" column is an effective device that I. much overlooked. This part of a

newspaper (and radio and TV often now have their counterparts) is frequently read
by people who would mis an appropriate news item or editorial (Levine, 1963).

PlannIng Publications

An important method of communicating with citizens is through the

continuing publication program of the planning agency. Publications should be

imaginatively conceived graphically executed, and easily readable with interest

to the broad community. Suitable pamphlets and brochures also serve as useful

handouts at meetings to help keep the facts straight in subsequent discussicat

(Levine, 1063 and 1965).

Public Meetings

Meetings are a useful way of informing the citizenry, especially if top

officials such as the mayor, planning director and appropriate departrzw,t chiefs

local government arsv present to hear views expressed and to field questions.

Such meetings must give Members of the public an opportunity to air their views

(Levine, 1063).
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A special kind of meeting is the public hearing at which reactton to a

prop sal is obtained.

Before a proposal is pres nted for publ c reaction, it should be logical

and expressed in clear language. Where is a difference between passive public

consent and acdve public opinion. One of the measurements which can bc taken

at a hearing is the degree to which a proposal falls outside the range of passive

consent and into the area of conflicting opinion. The planner's job is to enlarge

the role of logic in public affairs, even though there is an increasing tendency

toward nonlogic in the fo mation of public opinion. The hearing is a seminar, not

a kindergarten. Hence the public should be given every opportunity to come

prepared. Opponents will come without special prompUng . Proponents ran y need

to be stimulated. The planner may have to take an active part in the stimulation.

In addition to determining the extent to which a proposal is controversial,

the hearing is a preliminary step toward diminishing the extent of the controversy.

(Ask for specific suggestions as to how improvement might best be accomplished.)

Although the area of conflict may be somewhat reduced during the hearing, the

major opportunity comes after the hearing. Here, use of the written response

to each suggestion for change is highly recommended. In these responses, to

the max.murn extent possible without adverse effects on the public interest, the

gestionst or compromises in the direction of the suggestions should be accepted.

The device of the written response diSc5lines the planner, educates the

planning commission and provides the governing body with a file indicating what

questions have been raised and answered (Bair, 1963).
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Plannin Exhibits Tours, et,s,

The planning exhibit I. a useful technique in community education. This

may be very elaborate and expensive.as in the caae of Philadelphia quarterrf
a-iniUondo11ar panoramaor relatively simple. %Dace the display is prepared,

it ay be used in a variety of situations. indeed. It should be designed so as to

facilitate its being moved, either in whole or in part, to a variety of locations.

Once an investment has been made in the exhibit, there is a built.in obligation to

keep it up to date (Levine, 1963). The planner and the politician ought to make

clear to the public what the choiccs are in any given planning proposal. Visual

aide would include.sketches, airviews, photomontages, and scale models. Any

acces ible project areas should also be involv d in guide.yourself wlaking tours

by means of suitable signs and markers (Clay, 1960).

Collaborativ4 Plapning

Probably the ultimate in citizen participation is the concept of collaborative

planning. One metropolis in which this idea is practiced is the City of Toro to,

Canada.

Before p oposals become part of the official City of Toronto Plan, every

household and business eatabllebznent in the Z5. planning di tracts recei

of these proposals. They,

summart e a

then discussed at small group meetin s in each sub-

area of each district, amended and reviewed along with the scrupulous re ording

of citizen

time a

stions, Citizens take part in planning for districts at-the same

planners, politicians and public officials are being m de aware of di trict

need's and d sires.

21
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Critical elements:

- -recognition and involvement of zubcornrraunities

- -client is public rather than special interests or power structure

...plan with people; not for them

...staff ideas are proposals for citizen discussion rather than
master plans to be sold to the public

-.concern for genuine interchange between people and planners
far beyond the hollow formalftles of the typical "public hearing."

Collabor2tive planning assumes the client I. unsure of his specific de 0

but would be interested in defining them with the help of a knowledgeable counselor.

This contrasts with persuasive or hard-sell methods, or the poll.taking approach.

Toronto approach provides for routine consult tion with the citizen.

Involving the public may cause more complic tions, but to improve

opportunities for human activities and development (not for the efficiency of plan

making), collaboration is necessary (Godschalk, 1967i.

(Note: A step...by-step description of how the citizens in a small city organized

themselves to support urban renewal is given in the report of a demonstration

project carried out in Dyersburg, Ten ess e (Nixon and B yd, 1957). This report

can almost suffice as a manual, since It contains samples of news releases, hand-

bills, and other printed materials u ed over the first year. as well as a chronology

of events leading up to certification of the urban renewal program.)
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COMMENTS ON THE CENTRAL NEW YORK SITUA TION

Mess media, public planners at State county, and city levels of

government, and a private planning consultant were contacted during December,

1967. to determine the importance and state of citizen particLpation ad education

in Syracuse and vicinity.

Newspaper

On the basis of random numbers and the availability of local daily

newspapers at the Syracuse University Main Library. copies of the Herald.

Journal and Post-Standard for the week of November 19. 1967 were scanned

for planning stories (information). Out of 2, 544 columns scrutinized, only

seven..tontha of one column was devoted to planningftrelated items ( Letters to

the Editor" regerding a traffic hazard and hospital Location).

Assistant city editor. Syracuse Herald.Journal, stated his paper would

use a variety of planning stories U they were prepared. (Reporters usually

lack the necessary background to cover planalng events adequately.) No conferences

had ever ben held, as far as he could recall, to educate press people about

planning and its importance. Local plena rs, he indicated, need a P.R. (public

relations) man.

TV_and Radio

Reaction, indicative of the attitude of TV and radio Epersonnel, was

obtained fr m Miss Jean Daugherty, Program Director, WHEN-TV, in a personal

interv evi conducted in her office on December 14, 1967.

2 3
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Planners, she said have the primary responsibility for iutiaUg

appropriate TV and radio programs. Media would be willing to provide free

spot announcements on a regular basis (up to Lour or five per day at important

times) to promote interst in planning and related events. There is a fine

opportunity, she indicated, for planners to reach the public by means ,of such

already-established programs as WHEW& "Morning Calendar.

People, she said, are always interested in what's going on around them:

Why is a hole being dug in such-and-such a street? Why are there no cars on

certain downtown sections of Route 81 when it looks finished?

Public interest cannot be aroused and sustained unless something pertinent

is aired at least once every two months: preferably more often. Regular progress

reports...tied into everyday living....could well be broadcast by planners under a

title such as, "The Changing Face of Syracuse."

James Merritt.

State.Level Planner

Planner. New York State Office of Planning Coordination,

Syracuse (December 14, 1967):

Planning started in the 19301s because federal money was available. There

was no sincere commitntsnt to planning zu 44., This is still the case. The political

community is not committed to planning and, as a result, planners...partly of their

own volition and partly because they do not engender the confide c a the municipal

executive..are shut off from the mainstream of events.

Thus, planners have the public image of being unimportant. In other wodd a

a ci zen doesn!t feel a planner is the right person to whom he should go ev n with

24
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a problem p rtin nt to the realm of planning. Because planners are not in the

public view or in the political arna, they tend to feel less strongly about the

practicality of their schemes.

The planner's rapport with pres. and TV in Syracuse is extremely weak.

Because of his place in the hi r rchy of local government, the planner seldom

makes news. He can only propose; others dispose!

The confusion in planning is enhanced because there is no approved com-

prehensive master plan for Onondaga County. When zoning issue occur, even

the planners are divided because there is no consensus on the guidelines to be

followed. Crisis planning is the order of the day.

Because the local legislators are not committed to the principle of planning,

there is strong reluctance to accept the increased financial burden caused by

recommendations from regional planning agencies.

Citizen participation is vital.-individually and collectively. Apart from

membership in civic groups, the citizen needs to have his interest kept alive by

means of meetings at the grass.roots level. The governor's town meetings may

well be the vanguard of similar functions at which public opinion on community

affairs could be aired.

Weekly forums between community leaders and agencies engaged in some

form of development would justify TV, radio and prese coverage. Planning

o ganizati ns at different l vele could also come together three of four times a

year to share ideas.
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Cooperative Extension's MIDNY project is providing a useful service

in bringing together the planners and other professional groups in the five-county

central New Y rk region. Tours have also been ask important part of the program.

County-Level Planner
_ _

Robert Becker, Onondaga County Planner, Syracuse (December 14, 1967):

Lack of participation in planning may well be attributed to more people

renting rather than owning homes today. More and more apartments are being

built, and more are expected to be built. Banks have more interest in housing

than home owning citizens because a the lower dowa payments needed at present.

People tend to learn to live with bad things rather than protest. This gives

rise to general apathy. Groups, such as the League of Women Voters, service

clubs, P. T.A. , etc., are effective to some extent in expressing public opinion.

While TV I. probably the best means of communication, it emphasizes

entertainment too much. The e is a need for more thought...provoking programs.

Planning does not get a "fair shake" from the newspapers.

Syracuse I. singularly poor in citizen4ocal gov.rni- ant interactIon. Public

hearings attract little interest.

Planning ix essentially technical rather than social or political.

Judson Allen, Cayuga County Planner, on visit to Syracuse (December 18,

1967):

Planning success may be at ributed to a vigorous P.R. program. It ib

essential to develop a program that makes sen e to people and to make sure they

know about it. Technical aspect of a program may have to be sacrificed to

accommodate adequate public rs1atIo

26
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In Cayuga County, articles are written for newspaper reporters, and

our public workshops (reaching 450 to 500 persona) are conducted each month

7 planners. Multi-colored graphic materials are used to convey information

D audiences.

The citizen needs to have an appreciation for what his county Can be like,

id toward this end Cayug, County maintains a busy speakers' bureau. It is im-

ortant in such a program, too to identify and involve opinion leaders in the

arious communities.

(During the interview. Mr. Allen referred to a paper, "The Importance

f CitIzen ParticIpation in the Planning Procese," given by him at a Cornell-

ponsored conference in Delaware County, New York, earlier in the year.

ppropriate parts of it are paraphrased below.)

Community planning, like any other public function, Is to serve the

tople. No matter how fine a job the technical planner does, unless some

ngible results emanate from his recommendations, his miseion has failed.

he ultimate objective of the planner is to have some effect upon the environmental,

)cial physical and economic unit which he serves.

Planners in a democratic sac* ty must hay* thir proposals reviewed by

number of public. semii.public, dpendent.and independent groups who May or

upport them.

Planners are not infallibl . They should also recognize that the need for,

methods of, omprehensive planning are often not gen rally understood by

anning boards, by the laity of the commUnity, or even by the professinn s whose

tents are needed.in the planning p ocess,
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There is need for two kinds of citizen involvernent.-(l) those with

leadership responsibilities. and (2) the general public. A basic goal of all

participation is education in the planning procesa of the community decision.

maker. A4 o that they can determine, in their own way, whether it is something

they want or not. If the program is successful, a climate for planning is

established.

At this point, many programs of citizen involvement falter0. Sustained,

informed, support necessary for planning comes only from those who have actually

participated in the planning operation. It is easier for a planner to do the work

hims lf than it I. to involve lay citizens, but, public support is needed to obtain

results. Support is not easily gained after decisions have been made.

The Cayuga County planning board is so deply committed t_ the principle

of citizen participation that it has assigned greater priorities to a well-designed

program of involvement than to technical responsibilities.

Believing in committees, the Cayuga County board has the following:

I. Central business district committee

2. Land use committee

3. Natural resources committee

Population and economic committee

5. Transportation committee

6. Historical committee

ese committees are compos d of lead ng people in the community who have an

interest in, or who a e technically qualified in, the given subject.

28
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In addition to these basic committees, the board ervicen four sector

councils. The councils have been formed around the major land use regions

of the county. This involves about 300 people. While the committees are

intended to advise the Cayuga County planning board regarding policy, the sector

councils are intended to develop a gran...roots level of planning understanding in

the locality. The committees, working from the top down, and the sector councils,

working from the bottom up, have the planning staff sandfsmiched in between. Their

fun ti 11119 however, are critical: evaluating master plan proposals from the

policy...making levels and creating int rest and participation at the local level.

This helps to avoid conflict with local planning efforts, and to develop an apprecia-

tion of planning objectives and recommendations at the point where much of the

eff ctuation will take place.

New York State law clearly place. effectuation of planning proposals at

the local legislative levl. Th board contends that if the lproposals resulting

from the planning program are to be effectuated they must have the support of he

local legislator. as well as the support of the decision.making structure at the

county level.

In today's sreiciety, even the most uneducated and deprived person is

supprisingly aware of his community. The inhabitants of any area have valuable

views and opintons to express on the subject of their lives, their environment, and

adrir commudtgir. There tu no better plac to channel this interest than into involve-

ment in a planning program.
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City-Level_Planner

Richard Orman. Planner, City of Syracuse Planning OUIce e ember 13,

1967):

People are generally not willing to listen when the overall community plan

conflicts with their personal interests. In the poorer neighborhoods, the Office

of Economic Opportunity organizes the people to work for change.

In the public hearing, people express opinions through their elected

representative who may not be-too well informed a( their interests. The elected

representatives need to be better educated in the planning process.

Educational efforts locelly have Anizt with only limited success. In one

cane of a proposed zone change, movies, direct mail to the homes involved, and

four public meetings were used to no avail. Despite the fact that reporters call

once or twice a week at the office, few stories result because of the conceptual

nature of planning which is not well understood by the local newspapermen.

Three years ago, 10,000 nwsletters were mailed monthly to key people

in the community. Lack of funds plus appar nt ineffectiveness caused discon-

tinuance of the practice.

In 1967 au exhibit was set up at the State Fair to explain community

planning. Only persons living in the specific areas involved seemed to be

interested.

One plan for citi en education in mind I. to mike a professional planner

respon ible fo advising individuals and groups in ach of the city's planning

districts. The planner, so assigned, would become well acquainted with local

problems . nd'wonld be available to inte pret information pertinent to any given
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Cooperative Extension's MIDNY projec given an accolade,

especially with regard to the favorable impact it is making in rural areas.

The Private Consultant

James Clapp. Planner, Planners Collaborative, Inc.. Syracuse

(December 13. 1967):

Because of vested, personal interests, public participation may not be

too helpful to the planner. There is a difference in perspective: the planner

tries to do what I. best for the community as a whole the citizen looks st issues

as they affect him and his family. new road, for example y be of g noral

benefit, but bring increased noise and other inconvenience to those living close to

the right-of-way.

Planning, to be acceptable, has to be technically sound and sympathetic to

short-run human needs. Rapport with the citizen can probably be achieved by

meeting immediate, strongly felt needs. Then, when something of a more abstract

nature comes along, the planner's guidance will re eive more credence and

support.

Some mechanism is needed that will permit and encourage dialogue between

the citiz n and the planner. Here. the planner must take the iniative. The planner

needs to perform a better public relation. function, although this might be frowned

upon in certain political situations.

Citizens play a useful role in staffing" planning boards, but, through lack

education or intSr.i they tend-to want to be spoon.fed by the planner.
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Planners Collaborative does planning work for municipalities which do

not have their own professional planning staff. In a recent sysignment. involving

Endicott, Johnson City and the Town of Union in Broome County New York a

letter and questionnaire were used to elicit some opinions from key people in the

communitie concerned. Because these documents smbody some important

thinking end procedures pertinent to the participation of leading citizens in the

plarming process. they are included as Appendix B to this report.
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SOME CONCLUDING COMMENTS

Planning is of national as well as local concern. While the land and

water base of the United States will be the sa e in the year 2000 as it is today,

the population is expected to increase by 50 percent to reach the 300-million level.

If the resources for living are not to be impaired, planned development- incor-

po ating a constructive conservation and resource policy--ie a ME non.

Despite the fact that suitable legislation and financial assistance are

available at various levels of govrnment to facilitate planning, things are not

going smoothly. There is lack of real community involvement; plane are prepared

but not imple entail; or, in ove lapping jurisdictions, one plan is in conflict with

another.

This paper emphasizes the planner citisen relationship. The planner sits

between the mass of people in the community whom his plan is supposed to serve

and the government, representing the interests of these people, which le respon-

sible for Implementing it. The planner must, thus, establish rapport with the

citizens as individuals in the community as well as w th the legislators, elected

by the citlikens to handle their civic affairs and guide their destiny as a community.

The planner may se ve a line or staff fuflctiOnivgov.rnrent. or he May be

esponsible to a virtually autonomous, appointed commi s

A prerequisite of confidence in planning nough education about its

proc is and it. .beraficial results by both citizens and legislOors. A community

plan can only be adequate and acceptable insefar as It embodiee the desires and

aspi ations for the eitnimunity_of-those _who live, work,- buy, sell, and manufacture



in it. Obtaining expressions of these desires and aspirations is pa:t of the

function of so-c lied citizen participation. The law provides for public reaction

to planning proposalD by means of hearings. Usually, though, hearings attract

the vehemently opposed segment of the public. Those who have no strong feelings

against what is being proposed do not normally attend.

The much-de ired education of the citizen prior to such hearings is

generaliy insignificant to non.existent. Moreover, hearings are usually too

late in the scheme of things to incorporate significant amendments or modify

go ls.

A continuing program of education by means of press, radio, TV, public

etings, exhibits, tours and special planning publications is, in the opinion of

many plannere, essential to the successful conception, development and implemen.

tation of a plan. Yet, in the Syracuse area, little use is being made of these

educational vehicles.

The individual wands little power by himself, but a a member of some

organized, vocal group he can make his presence felt where it counts...at the

legislative level.

Basically, this study documents the fact that leek of success in planning

may be blamed on the legislators, the planners, and the citizens--all threw.

Since, however, the prof* atonal planners are committed to planning as a central

purpose in life, it is t them the greatest share of responsibility for remedial

action must fail. They must seek to initiate public relations programs either

directly or thr ugh the app opriate office of executive government. Rather than
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regarding themselves as s eluded technicians, they should try to expose

themselves to public inquiry. Also, by addressing th mselves to some of

the immediate, day-to-day problems of citizens and legislators they could

establish rapport and engender a belief in their usefulness that would further

their ends in terms al longer.range plans.

Consensus, then, seems to support the contention..that citizens, at all

levels of society, are important directly and indirectly in the planning process;

that a vigorous educational program involving a variety ef approaches is both

feasible and essential in a successful planning program; and that the professional

planner is central to the success of planning as an initiator and sustainer of

activity designed to educate legislator and citizen alike.
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APPENDIX A

COOPERA TIVE EXTENSION MIDNY PROJECT

MIDNY for Mid-New York is a research-based,
action-oriented, informal adult education effort estab-
lished to assist local leadership in the comprehensive
planning and development of an urbanizing region.
Its objective is to design and carry out educational
programs that will clarify relevant and timely issues
as a basis for raising the quality of public dec,.3ion-
making.

The Region
The five counties of Mid-New York Cayuga, Cort-

land, Madison, Onondaga, and Oswego are growing
rapidly. With a population of 680,000 in 1960, the
region is expected to grow to 1,140,000 by 1990. Most
of this growth is urban growth, of course. With it can
come increased wealth, goods and services, and op-
portunities for choice and intellectual stimulation. But
these advantages may be partially offset by the prob-
lems of congestion, sprawl, of providing necessary
services, and of large-scale and rapid development.
The difficulties of managing imminent changes are
compounded because most of the growth will be tak-
ing place on the periphery of urban areas, in jurisdic-
tions that are presently, rural and not well-equipped
to meet them. In contrast to the burgeoning popula-
tions of such towns, others are more isolated from
Syracuse and other growth centers and will continue
to have the problems of stagnation and decline and
the opportunities associated with open space, outdoor
recreation, and country living.

Comprehensive Planning
Comprehensive community planning in all parts

of the region, at all appropriate levels, considering all
relevant issues, and reflecting the interests of all the
people is a tested means of meeting problems, tak-
ing advantage of opportunities, and guiding change.

Planning involves the spacification by the commun-
ity of its goals and objectives, the inventorying of
existing and expected resources, the development and

adoption of plans, and their effective implementation.
At each stage in this process, professional planners
are available to assist: the Central New York Regional
Planning and Development Board's staff, city and
county planning staffs, and planning consultants.

Services
The MIDNY team, as professional educators, pro-

vides four complementary services: (1) locating, inter-
preting, and disseminating research and information
bout the region, its resources, and the planning pro-

cess; (2) stimulating and conducting new research;
(3) bringing together diverse groups and individuals
whose interests may increasingly conflict as urbaniza-
tion spreads; and (4) designing and carrying out edu-
cational activities, in- cooperation with educational and
governmental institutions and agencies, that will help
the people of the region wisely plan and develop their
total resources.

Such informal education can enhance planning
activities and make a difference in the quality of
development through active involvement of community
leaders, increased awareness by the voting public, and
expression by individuals and groups of needs, inter-
ests, and goals.

The Staff
The MIDNY staff includes two regional specialists,

located in Syracuse who have primary responsibility
for the Project's educational programs, and two ex-
tension associates, located on the Cornell University
campus who have primary responsibility for the essen-
tial research back-stopping.

For additional information, contact:
Cooperative Extension MIDNY Project

. 813 Syracuse Kemper Building
224 Harrison Street
Syracuse, New York, 13202 Telephone: 15-422-0241
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APPE/4=13: Sample Letter and Questionnaire (Planners Collaborative, Inc.

Dear Sire

One stated purpose of the Urban Planning Assistance Program is to establish a

comprehensive plan which is consistent with local goals or objectives as they

are perceived by members of the community. These objectives may be expressed

in general terms such as a healthier and more attractive environment for liv ng

and working; or more sp cifically, such as to strengthen local commercial-

areas, or to make the community more attractive t- Industry. The more specific

the stated objectives are, the better they can be translated into specific

policies In the plan.

In the course of the planning program, the consultants have formed ideas

concerning future development. However, if a realistic plan is to be developed,

these ideas must be tempered by, and brought into conformance with, locally

felt objectives of the planning program and the comprehensive plan. A plan

which does not take local aspirations into account - even if it is a good plan

Is likely to receive limited acceptance and support.

Community objectives cannot and should not be d termined or assumed by the

planning consultant. As the planning program progresses, a basic function of

the Village and Town Planning Boards and other local officials as representatives

of the community, is to apprise the consultant of future development needs and

priorities as they are seen by the community. The'conSultant's role is to

translate local aspirations Into a feasible and .acceptable plan.

Most of the basic studies have b en submitted for review and discussion. The

conSnitants feel, on the basis of past experienc that ;a questionnaire Is a

moSt useful vehicle to assess local impression* and judgment regarding co unity

problem* and future development, As local officials and public servants you

devote-much time and effort-, to the problems of your'demmunities. It is hoped

that you will extend this dil Bence ari,c1 cOnsid ration to the enclosed questionnaire-.

Thank you.
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Please return by mail or at the moeting on May 25

uuEST1ONNAI1L

Although some of the following questions are more relevant to the Town and

others to the Villages, please answer as many as you wish or have opinions

on. If your opinion in a later question is contained in an earlier answer,

skip the question or refer to the above answer. Feel free to attach

additional sheets or write on the back of the paper if more space is required

for your answers.

IN YOUR OPINION .

1. What problems in your community should receive early prIority In the

plan? What problems should receive later priority?

2. What do you think I- the best Approach to these problems?

3. Indicate any specific goals which you feel should be stated purposes

ot the plan.

4. What improvements do you feel are needed to make your community more

attractive to industry or other sources of local employment?

What improvements would you recommend for the local transporta ion

system?

6. Do you feel that municipally or authority operated parking areas and

structures are necessary or desirable?

Would you recommend that existing commercial areas be strengthened,

or new centers be designated to accommodate new population growth, or

both? What reasons would you give In support of your recommendation?

8. Do you feel that existing public and private recreation spaces in the

community are adequate or inadequate What types of spaces and

activities do you feel are needed?

9. What improvements do you think are needed as regards other community

facilities such as.libraries, schools, etc.? Please specify.

What: improvements would you recommend for-sewage disposal and wa

supply systems?

What changes would yo4 recommend for your communitygs zoning ordinance

and subdivision regulation's. What reasons would you give in support of

your recomMendations?

-0 Would you recommend that floodplain :zoning regu atiens (restricting the

use Of land In floodable areas to non-intensive:uses) be adopted and

enforced?

I Do you feel that subdivision regulations should require developers to

reserve a certain percentage (such as 5 percent) of land to be developed

for open space?



,
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14. 'What items wouLd you recommend to. be g ven earXy prior ty in your
community's capital budget?

15. Do you ha--, any general or specific thoughts as to how existing open
areas (particularly in the Town) should be developed? (Fbr example,
do you think new development areas should be designated in the northern
parts of the Town, or close to existing developed areas? How do you
think the plan should treat the area along Route 26, or the areas
along streams?)

16. Do you feel that Urban Renewal is a necessary approach to some of the
problems of your community? If so, what problems do you feel require
renewal treatment and what areas would you recommend for renewal?

17. Do you think public housing, or rent supplemented housing is necessary
or desirable?

18. How do you feel the community in general would react to proposals for
urban renewal or public housing?

19. Do you feel that the goals which you have indica:ed or other suggestions
which you have made could be better accomplished if the Town and the two
Villages were a mingle unit of government? Why?

20. How do you think intergovernmental relations among the Town and the two
'Villages and with Broome County could be improved to make planning and
other services more efficient and effective?

Although the consultants do not need to know the names of those who reply, we
would appreciate it if you would check the appropriate spaces below:

Name of your community:

Please check one:

Please check one:

Town of Union Endicott Johnson City

:MV.111i.Allife

Local
Elected Official Appointed Gov't employee Other

ERIC Clearinghouse
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on Adult Education
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